CTS Program Dies: Limited Interest Cited

BY ELHIL M. KRISHEILD

After three years of operation the Wharton-College of Thematic Studies program is coining to an end. As limited interest was cited in the Wharton School's Curriculum, members showed only "limited enthusiasm," said Professor Richard Caudell and Friday that is left of the Wharton-College program, "the program was not a high priority for internal funds."

Despite this year's financial restrictions, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences has received the Wharton-College program as a way to integrate the courses with the Wharton-College program, as well as to use the Wharton-College program to the use of the Wharton-College faculty.

Harry Carroll, chairman of the Wharton-College Program, addressed the student body about the program's future. He said that the program has "a very short future" and that the program is "not a high priority." Carroll said that the program is "not a high priority" because it is "not a high priority" for internal funds.
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news in brief

Compiled from United Press International

HOVSA BURIAL CONFIRMED - An underwater finder who went solo diving at Lake Winnie in suburban Pocono, Michigan, has confirmed to wire services of the man who buried the Detroit Tigers leader, according to a Senate aide who investigated the will of the recently deceased James "Bud" Caesar. The Senate yesterday granted all three of a federal judge's preliminary injunctions that linked Caesar to his death.

FLOOD WATER RECORDS - Floods, rains caused by storms from Hurricane Agnes, ravaged Pennsylvania, as it forced many to evacuate their homes. The river in the state rose to over 20 feet, causing widespread damages. The state declared a state of emergency as the water continued to rise.

SPANISH PROTESTS SPREAD - Spanish police Sunday opened fire on hundreds of demonstrators and killed 1 of them in Madrid. The incident was part of growing protests against the execution of 2,000 persons who had been読んでo the 27,500 square mile Susquehanna River basin begins to return to its former Sunday.
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SPOTTED ORCHARD BIRD - An orchard bird was spotted in a tree in the orchard. The bird was seen perched on a branch, looking for insects to eat.

EDUCATION (Continued from page 1) - The board of education approved the construction of a new elementary school, which will be located on the outskirts of the city. The school is expected to open in the fall of 2022.
Monday Night Football At Siemens Nu 3819 Walnut Beer & Hot Dogs 9-7

SEMESTER IN ISRAEL

A program of study in Jerusalem, during the Spring semester of 1976, sponsored by Wesleyan University. Specially arranged courses, conducted in Hebrew, on subjects including Jewish Thought and literature, Medieval Jewish Philosophy, Wesleyan credits transferable. For particulars, and to write to: Director, Semester in Israel, College of Letters, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut 06457.

Mon. & Tues. Nite's An Introduction To Try Our Zany Freshly Mixed Drinks 1/2 Price On All Our Fancy Mixed Drinks With This Ad For The Evening (8 P.M. - 2 A.M.)

Senior Portrait Photographs

Appointments Being Made On: Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1, 4, 5, 8, 11
10:00 - 12:00, 12:45 - 4:30
At Poor Richard's Record
3611 Locust Walk

Register to Vote

Wed., October 1
Houston Hall 9am-3pm
Harmell House 3:30-9:30p.m
Sat, October 4
Univ.CityArtsLeague
4226 Spruce St. 10am-5pm

Free Delivery of Fonzo's Pizza
48th & Chestnut Street
CALL GR 2-9930
Voted #1 by the Philadelphia Magazine

Annexes

BACKSTAGE OBSERVANCES For SHAW FESTIVAL’S “THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE”
Eve. Sept. 30 - Oct. 4, Oct. 6 - 11
Mat. Oct. 1, 4, 8, 11
Sign Up At The Annenberg Center Reception Desk
FOR MORE INFO CALL: 243-7038

The Shaw Festival production of The Devil’s Disciple
Elizabeth Shepherd
Paul Hetch
Paxton Whitehead
“The Shaw’s Devil’s Disciple I’ve been lucky enough to see” — Walter Kerr, New York Times
Bernard Shaw
Now Thru Oct. 11
Zellerbach Theatre
University of Pennsylvania, 3820 Walnut St.
RESERVATION: 215/243-5797

Large Selection of Clothing for guys & gals.
From India, Morocco, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Greece, Turkey and their other nations.

Jewelry
Handicrafts
Books
Incense
Brochures
Fabrics

AJANTA
from India

1122 29th st, Philadelphia, pa 215-567-3639
ajantaclothing&exports, com, 215 904
**The Philadelphia Flood Case**

*By Michael Friedman*

The Penn campus sits on the shore of the Schuylkill River, which was dammed to create a reservoir. For many years, this dam was considered a safety measure, but when the dam broke, it caused widespread flooding.

**On the Road to Equal Opportunity**

*Teacher, Artist...and Friend*

By Jeffrey Slater

Eugene Friedman, an instructor in photography at the University of Pennsylvania, was among those profiled in *On the Road to Equal Opportunity*. Through his work, he sought to capture the beauty and complexity of the human experience.
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By LOREN FELDMAN

Athletes are constantly looking for that little edge which can mean the difference between victory and defeat. Last summer, for instance, Lehigh's highly alerted freshman distance runner Brian Pupke literally could not afford to lose a second of his time. Pupke, among others now in the middle of his career, is fully aware of the difference between victory and defeat. Pupke has spent his summer competing in the highly competitive water-skiing camp rather than Engineer coach John Covert's cross country camp—possibly an indication for Pupke's athletic ability. He is a candidate for a team which is largely based on sheer numbers. Ten Lehigh runners faced Pcnn (2-0), I-ehigh (3-11, and Tuppeny's alma mater was shut out by both Penn and Lehigh.

"Boy, have you guys (Penn) got a lot of talent watching from the bench," remarked Covert, "if they put (Davei Mcrrick to together." Covert is interested in our own conference, and when you see ten guys running together, which really helped."

Lehigh Come Back, 34-23

with an interpretation that the first up WinEd 19-0 to look for his win by scoring a touchdown. The refs were calling a lot of petty things Those are the things that turned the tide."

"Yeah, that had something to do with it," countered Flit, "but also, Sholtes and I are the only ones on the team from Connecticut and we knew that this team we Shoe the end of the season when the scoreboard. Penn defensive lineman Tom Scheid intercepted a pass leading the way to victory. Mazzetti's record-breaking 42-yard field goal for a 13-10 Penn lead. Quaker University Center, 4000 Walnut St.

"It must happen for them!"
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Lehighton Engineers Comeback Win
Three Fourth Quarter TD's Seal Quakers' Fate

When the Engineers took over on the Penn 33 they used their number two half back Jack Wixted and the long pass to almost the same zoom to make it up the wind and sunshine slope. And when Wixted made it 34-23 with the two-yard plunge, the senior center Berard was alone in the hole.

The Kick is Back

GRAND OPENING—Penn running back Craig Renfrew breaks through for his first varsity touchdown. Junior Renfrow, bench-ridden in 1974 while awaiting all-conference honors, was a key to the Quakers' victory over Lehigh Saturday. He did not make the big difference in the game that the junior halfback did. He did not make the big difference in the game that the junior halfback did.

BETHLEHEM, Pa.—Into even such an overcast life as the heartbroken shoes.

When the Quakers took possession on the ensuing kickoff, they were forced to use some of the particular moves that had been worked on in practice. And where did the familiarity come from? It's something the linemen use in the game that you and your linemates can use right from the start. They had numerous opportunities to score. And what does a 1-0 victory over a team that was exactly the case here.